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a b s t r a c t 

For decades, numerous routing protocols have been designed to serve unicast traffic in wireless ad hoc 

networks. However, these routing protocols still provide limited performance in dynamic environments of 

mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). In this paper, we review representative routing protocols and evaluate 

their performance through NS-3 simulations to identify their main weaknesses. Based on our observa- 

tions, we develop a reliable and practical opportunistic routing protocol for MANETs, named as ORGMA . 

We adopt the gradient forwarding approach, where the sender simply broadcasts a packet and the re- 

ceivers make the routing decision. Our contributions include the use of instantaneous signal-to-noise ra- 

tio (SNR) for the routing cost and the development of light-weight cost management based on flooding. 

They enable ORGMA to achieve high packet delivery ratio under dynamic MANET environments. Through 

NS-3 simulations, we evaluate ORGMA in comparison with other routing schemes, and the results show 

that ORGMA not only greatly outperforms the state-of-the-art routing schemes, but also achieves the per- 

formance close to an ideal routing scheme with global information. 

© 2017 Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 

A mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) consists of mobile de-

vices with wireless communication capability. Promising services

in MANETs include military tactical networking [1] , vehicular net-

working [2] , smartphone-based disaster recovery networks [3] , and

large-scale mobile sensor networks [4,5] . However, these services

have not been realized yet due to the limited performance of

MANETs [6] . In practice, a high-performance and low-complexity

routing protocol is the key to successful operation of MANET since

nodes cannot communicate directly with each other due to limited

wireless transmission range. 

Most routing protocols developed for MANET are deterministic

routing protocols [7–10] where packets are relayed through a pre-

determined set of nodes, i.e., a route or a path, toward their desti-

nation. If the route is free from congestion and link loss, the deter-

ministic routing protocols can provide reliable and efficient packet

delivery. 

However, in MANET, the quality of wireless link is not static

and often fluctuates across time, which degrades the routing per-
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ormance as follows. i) Short-term fading from multi-path propa-

ations and Doppler spread [11] causes frequent changes in link

uality [12] and can result in an unreliable route due to inaccu-

ate link-quality information [13–15] . ii) Even if a reliable route is

ound, it may be valid only for a short time interval since nodes

ove and change the distance between each other. The work in

16,17] showed that the route lifetime in typical MANET environ-

ents rapidly decreases with the level of mobility and the length

f the route. iii) When a node detects that a route becomes in-

alid, many deterministic routing protocols try to recover the route

ailure through a network-wide flooding of control messages. If

he route updates become frequent due to high node mobility in

ANET, they often suffer from large control overhead. 

In this work, we design a routing protocol that can provide re-

iable packet delivery in MANETs. We first investigate the perfor-

ance of representative deterministic routing protocols, and com-

are them with an ideal (unrealistic) deterministic routing protocol

hat has global up-to-date topology information and provides the

oute with minimum accumulated expected transmission count

ETX). 1 This preliminary result clarifies that the previous determin-

stic routing protocols cannot accommodate the dynamic nature of
1 Note that accumulated ETX is known to provide accurate measure on the qual- 

ity of a routing path if it is ideally calculated [18] . 
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2 The multi-path extension of DSR [28] shows significant performance gain over 

single-path DSR. However, it does not consider short-term fading effect and it is 

evaluated with only low node mobility (Max. 4 m/s). 
ANETs and thus, show poor performance in terms of packet de-

ivery ratio and transmission overhead. 

Large performance gaps from the ideal deterministic routing

rotocols motivate us to design a novel and practical opportunistic

outing protocol with gradient forwarding, named as ORGMA . In-

tead of fixing the next-hop (relay) node, it broadcasts a packet

nd lets the receiver make the routing decision based on the

radient of the routing cost. In applying the gradient -based for-

arding in dynamic MANET environments, the key to success of

RGMA is twofold. First, ORGMA uses instantaneous signal-to-noise

atio (SNR) for the routing metric, which can be easily obtained

ithout a long measurement period. While there are unavoidable

easurement errors for instantaneous SNR, they can be effectively

ounteracted by the spatial diversity of opportunistic routing. Sec-

nd, ORGMA provides a light-weight and efficient cost management

hrough flooding. With new design of routing messages and ta-

les, ORGMA provides reliable end-to-end packet delivery with ac-

eptable amount of control overhead. We evaluate ORGMA through

S-3 simulation. Our results show that ORGMA significantly out-

erforms the previous deterministic routing protocols, especially in

erms of packet delivery. Moreover, the performance of ORGMA is

lose to that of the ideal deterministic routing protocol. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.

ection 2 overviews related work and Section 3 introduces

he system model in consideration. In Section 4 , we clarify the

imitation of deterministic routing protocols in MANET environ-

ents through NS-3 simulations. We describe ORGMA design in

ection 5 , and evaluate its performance in Section 6 . Finally, we

onclude this paper in Section 7 . 

. Related work 

Many deterministic routing protocols have been developed to

rovide reliable unicast service in wireless MANETs [19] . For exam-

le, table-driven routing protocols such as Destination Sequenced

istance Vector (DSDV) [7] , Optimized Link-State Routing (OLSR)

8] , and Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) [9] , let each

ode maintain a routing table that contains the next-hop infor-

ation to reach each destination node. They can be further classi-

ed based on whether the routing table is constructed proactively

i.e., before traffic generation) [7,8] , or reactively (i.e., on the time

f traffic generation) [9,20] . Another class of deterministic routing

rotocols, source routing protocols such as Dynamic Source Rout-

ng (DSR) [10] , let the traffic source specify the whole route infor-

ation in the header of data packet, which is used by each inter-

ediate node on the route to forward the packet. 

The performance of these deterministic routing protocols has

een extensively evaluated through simulations and experiments.

here are several studies that evaluated the previous routing pro-

ocols under capture-threshold interference model with some ar-

ificial mobility models [21–23] . They do not consider short-term

ignal fading effect that can significantly affect packet reception

ver wireless links, and lack complete/full understanding on the

erformance of routing protocols. In [13] , the authors evaluated

he performance of AODV and DSR under various short-term fad-

ng models. The result shows that AODV and DSR fail to provide

eliable unicast service in the presence of signal fading, which has

een confirmed by experimental studies in real MANET testbeds

14,15,24] . AODV and DSR are very sensitive to routing packet

osses and suffer from severe performance degradation in real

hannel environments. 

Several pieces of works tried to improve the performance of de-

erministic routing protocols by measuring the quality of wireless

inks and using this information for the route discovery. To this

nd, various link quality metrics have been introduced, including

xpected transmission counts (ETX) [18] , effective number of trans-
issions (ENT) [25] , and expected cooperative transmission counts

ECTX) [26] . In general, they successfully improve the routing per-

ormance in static networks. However, in MANETs, where link qual-

ty changes dynamically over time, the gains are limited [12] . They

uffer from inaccurate link information as well as the control over-

ead to update the information. 

Another approach to improve reliability of deterministic rout-

ng in MANETs is to use multiple independent routes to the des-

ination. It includes multi-path AODV [27] , multi-path DSR [28] ,

nd multi-path OLSR [29] . Although these multi-path routing pro-

ocols successfully reduce the end-to-end delay, compared to the

orresponding single-path counterpart, their performance improve-

ent on packet delivery ratio is marginal (e.g., 5 ∼ 6% in multi-path

ODV [27] and 3 ∼ 4% in multi-path OLSR [29] ). 2 Furthermore, they

equire complex operations to create and update multiple routes,

hich add substantial processing burden on small mobile devices

n MANET environments. 

Unlike these deterministic routing protocols, there have been

pportunistic routing protocols that adopt receiver-side forwarder

election: the forwarding or routing decision is made by the re-

eivers. For example, under ExOR [30] , each packet includes a for-

arder set and any receiver in the set forwards the packet. How-

ver, it makes the traffic source manage the whole forwarder set

nder the assumption that global ETX information is given, which

s not suitable for dynamic MANET environments. GRAd [31] is an-

ther opportunistic routing that uses the routing cost instead of

he forwarder set. Each packet receiver makes the forwarding de-

ision by comparing the cost in the packet and the cost that the

eceiver has. The authors in [32] developed another opportunistic

outing with gradient forwarding which reduces packet transmis-

ion by using a prioritized random backoff. However, these works

se hop-counts from the destination as routing cost, which cannot

epresent the link information in dynamic MANET environments.

here are opportunistic routing protocols that use other routing

ost such as geographical information [33,34] , expected number of

uty-cycles (EDC) [35] and average SNR [36] . However, they require

dditional hardware such as GPS or long period to generate routing

etrics. 

. System model 

In this section, we explain the system model where our pro-

osed routing scheme operates. We consider a wireless mobile ad

oc network as shown in Fig. 1 , where mobile nodes exchange

ackets in a multi-hop manner due to the limited transmission

ange. Each node moves around the network area according to

he popular random way-point model [37] . In this mobility model,

ll nodes are randomly distributed in a given two-dimensional

pace at the beginning, and each node selects a random location

ithin the space and moves toward the point with randomly cho-

en speed within [ V MIN , V MAX ]. Whenever a node reaches the desti-

ation point, it waits for a pause time T PAUSE and repeats the same

ehavior. 

For wireless links, we adopt log-distance path loss model for

arge-scale fading component [11] , and Nakagami- m fading model

or small-scale fading component [38] . Consider a transmission

rom node v to node w . Assuming that all nodes use transmission

ower of P TX , the received signal strength P vw 

at node w can be

alculated as 

 v w 

= P T X − P L 0 − γ log 10 

d v w 

d 0 
− X F ading , (1)
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Destination

: Mobile node

: Packet forwardingTransmission
range

Source

Fig. 1. An example of MANET. Data traffic is forwarded from the source node to 

the destination node through dynamic wireless links with the help of intermediate 

nodes. 

Fig. 2. Sample values of SINR for different distances of a wireless link generated by 

NS-3 simulator. 
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3 Under the NIST error rate model, a low-SINR link can have zero packet recep- 

tion probability. 
4 The inverse of the calculated packet reception probability becomes ETX metric 

[18] . 
5 We only provide some important parameter values of deterministic routing pro- 

tocols. Other parameter values are set to the default values in NS-3 [43] . 
6 Note that the level of signal fading becomes severe as Nakagami fading coeffi- 

cient decreases. 
where PL 0 is the path loss at the reference distance d 0 , γ is

the path loss exponent, d vw 

is the distance between nodes v

and w , and X Fading is the small-scale fluctuation component that

follows Nakagami- m distribution. We can calculate the signal-to-

interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) value as 

SINR v w 

= 

P v w 

N + 

∑ 

k ∈ V \ v 
P kw 

, (2)

where N is the thermal noise floor and P kw 

is the interference ex-

perienced at node w due to the transmission of node k . Fig. 2

shows sample SINR values of this SINR model for a wireless link

varying its distance in NS-3 simulation. The sample values show

that SINR tends to decrease as the distance of a wireless link in-

creases, and it also fluctuates even at the same distance due to

the small-scale fading effect. Finally, we adopt the NIST error rate

model as the packet reception probability model [39] . Under NIST

error rate model, the packet reception probability is known to be

an increasing function of SINR [40] . 

For the medium access control layer, we consider carrier sense

multiple access / collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) that has been

widely used in ad hoc networks [41] . Each node with a packet

senses the channel for a predetermined period to detect whether it

is idle or not. If the channel is idle, the node transmits the packet

immediately. Otherwise, it picks up a random backoff time that de-

creases while the channel is idle. Once the backoff timer expires,

the node transmits the packet. 

4. Motivation 

In conventional MANET routing protocols that adopt the de-

terministic routing approach, traffic sources first discover a route

and forward data packets through the found best route [7–10,20] .

However, it has been shown that these protocols not only fail to
rovide reliable unicast service but also suffer from severe control

verhead under dynamic MANET environments with short-term

ignal fading and node mobility [13–15,24] . 

In this section, we aim to understand the limitations of de-

erministic routing protocols more deeply. To this end, we design

nd implement an (unrealistic) oracle routing protocol that adopts

ource routing with global and up-to-date topology information.

hen, we compare the performance of the oracle routing protocol

ith those of representative deterministic routing protocols such

s AODV [9] , DSDV [7] , OLSR [8] , and DSR [10] . 

We assume that these four existing routing protocols use the

op count as their routing metric since it has been widely used

nd can be easily obtained without any statistical procedures. Also,

t has been shown that routing metrics such as ETX [18] and ENT

25] that take into account the quality of links are not substantially

ffective in MANET environments [12] . 

.1. Oracle routing protocol 

Under the oracle routing, we assume that each mobile node

lways has up-to-date position information of all nodes and the

ink path loss information. The oracle routing operates as follows.

f a node has a packet to send, it constructs a connectivity graph

 ( V, E ) using the up-to-date global topology information, where

 denotes the set of nodes and E denotes the set of edges. We

ssume that there exists an edge between nodes v and w (i.e.,

odes v and w are within their transmission range) if the wireless

ink between them provides a packet reception probability larger

han zero 3 when there is no interference. A traffic source finds

he route with minimum cumulative ETX 

4 using the Dijkstra algo-

ithm [42] , and forwards the packet to the next-hop node on the

oute via link-layer unicast. This procedure is repeated until the

acket reaches the destination. Thus, if a valid end-to-end route

ith the minimum cost exists, the oracle routing always finds it

nd achieves reliable packet delivery. Note that the oracle routing

rotocol is unrealistic in practice, and will be considered as the

erformance reference for the deterministic routing protocols un-

er the same environment. 

.2. Simulation environments 

In each simulation run, 50 nodes move in 500 × 500 m 

2 

rea according to the random way-point mobility model without

auses, i.e., T PAUSE = 0 . After a routing warm-up period of 60 s,

0 randomly chosen source-destination pairs generate data traffic

ith rate of 1 packet per second. Each simulation runs for 360 s.

ach result in Section 4.3 comes from 30 simulation runs. Detailed

imulation parameters 5 are summarized in Table 1 . 

.3. Simulation results 

We first investigate the impact of short-term channel fading on

he performance of the deterministic routing protocols. Fig. 3 (a),

b), and (c) show the end-to-end packet delivery ratio (PDR),

he number of route changes, and the number of routing control

acket transmissions, respectively. We first assume no mobility,

nd focus on the impact of different channel fading conditions. 6 
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Table 1 

Simulation parameters. 

Parameter Value 

Reference distance ( d 0 ) 1 m 

Path loss at the reference distance PL 0 46.67 dB 

Path loss exponent ( γ ) 3 

Transmission power 16.0206 dBm 

Transmission range ∼ 110m 

Transmission rate 6 Mbps 

Carrier sense threshold −99 dBm 

Frame detection threshold −96 dBm 

Maximum number of link-layer retransmissions 7 

Data packet size 64 bytes 

UPDATE transmission interval (DSDV) 15 sec 

Event-driven UPDATE transmission (DSDV) On 

HELLO transmission interval (OLSR) 2 sec 

TC transmission interval (OLSR) 5 sec 

HELLO transmission interval (AODV) 1 sec 

Maximum number of RREQ retries (AODV) 2 

Active route timeout (ADOV) 3 sec 

Maximum number of route caches (DSR) 64 

Maximum number of RREQ retries (DSR) 16 

Fig. 3. Performance of deterministic routing protocols with static nodes and differ- 

ent Nakagami fading coefficient m . 
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nder the existence of the short-term signal fading, two nodes

robabilistically fail to exchange routing packets even though they

re in transmission range of each other. These losses incur route

ailures, and false detection of link breakages that unnecessarily ac-

ivates a route recovery procedure. 

Fig. 3 (a) and (b) show that the oracle routing protocol achieves

igh PDR without any route changes regardless of the fading con-

itions. This implies that, in our simulation environments, a stable

nd-to-end route exists between each source-destination pair even

hough wireless links fluctuate over time. These results imply that

 routing protocol can achieve reliable packet delivery under fading

hannel environments. 

Fig. 3 (a) shows that when the channel has no short-term fad-

ng, the other four routing protocols also achieve the PDR perfor-

ance close to the oracle. However, their PDR performance de-

reases as the channels experience more short-term fading. This

mplies that they fail to find a stable and reliable route, in the

resence of short-term fading, even without mobility. This is par-

ially because they cannot maintain long-term average quality for

ireless fading links. Instead, their route discovery by broadcasting

outing control messages often leads to finding temporarily valid

outes. Moreover, it is possible for them to falsely detect a link fail-

re, and discard a valid route. Our claim is supported by Fig. 3 (b)

nd (c). They show that the existing deterministic routing proto-

ols transmit more routing control packets and trigger more route

hanges in fading channel environments. Despite their considerable

nd continuous effort s to find valid routes, their PDR performance

s significantly degraded as shown in Fig. 3 (a). 

Next, we investigate the impact of mobility along with short-

erm fading on the routing performance. Fig. 4 (a), (b), and (c) show

DR, route change frequency, and routing overhead, respectively,

ith different node mobility levels in Rayleigh fading (i.e., m = 1 )

nvironments. 

Fig. 4 (a) shows that the oracle routing protocol achieves high

DR performance regardless of the levels of the short-term fading

nd the node mobility. This confirms the existence of reliable end-

o-end routes in our environments. Fig. 4 (b) shows that the oracle

outing triggers more route changes as level of node mobility in-

reases, which means that the node mobility reduces the route’s

ifetime since it changes the topology. Fig. 4 (a) also shows that the

eterministic routing protocols fail to provide reliable routes, and

chieve unacceptably low PDR. It is clear that they cannot support

obility and fail to provide reliable packet delivery despite their

ffort to find valid routes ( Fig. 4 (b) and (c)). 

So far, we have shown that the previous deterministic routing

rotocols often fail to discover valid routes under dynamic MANET

nvironments with short-term signal fading and node mobility. The

arge performance gaps between the oracle routing and practical

outing protocols motivate us to reconsider the deterministic rout-

ng approach. Specifically, we suspect whether it is effective to

ake a routing decision by the sender in dynamic MANETs. To

his end, we take the opportunistic routing approach where the re-

eiver (not the sender) decides whether or not to relay the received

acket. 

. ORGMA: Opportunistic routing for MANETs 

In this section, we present our opportunistic routing scheme for

ANET, named ORGMA . Considering severe unreliability and in-

fficiency of the previous MANET routing protocols as shown in

ection 4 , an urgent need is to achieve reliable end-to-end packet

elivery. To this end, we develop ORGMA based on basic gradi-

nt forwarding based opportunistic routing protocol [31] , and re-

esign the gradient forwarding with instantaneous SNR-based cost

nd light-weight cost management using flooding. 
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Fig. 4. Performance of deterministic routing protocols with varying node mobility 

in Rayleigh fading channel environments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. An example scenario where node A is trying to send a packet to node D 

through the gradient forwarding. The red bar with a node indicates the cost for the 

node to send the packet to the destination. (For interpretation of the references to 

colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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7 Nodes in N̆ A that receive the packet will not relay the packet, since their cost is 

greater than the cost of the received packet. 
5.1. Opportunistic routing with gradient forwarding 

We first overview the basic gradient forwarding based oppor-

tunistic routing protocol [31] with an example as shown in Fig. 5 .

We consider that traffic source A sends data to destination D in

a multi-hop manner. Let N A denote the set of all neighbor nodes

of node A (excluding A ). Each node n has a cost value C D n for de-

livering a packet to destination D . In this subsection, we assume

that the cost is well-defined and up-to-date for all the nodes. Let
˜ N A ( ⊂ N A ) denote the set of nodes with a smaller cost than node A ,

i.e., ˜ N A = { n ∈ N A | C D n < C D 
A 
} and let N̆ A = N A \ ˜ N A . 

When a node has a packet to send to the destination (node D ),

it waits for a random amount of time (random backoff) and with

its cost (toward node D ) in the packet header. If the node relays the

packet, it replaces the cost value in the packet header with its cost.

Since the packet is broadcasted without specifying a link-layer re-

ceiver, the sender may not ensure its successful transmission due

to lack of explicit acknowledgment (e.g., IEEE 802.11). To remedy

the problem, the gradient forwarding based opportunistic routing
akes use of transmission overhearing . If one of the sender’s neigh-

ors successfully receives the packet and forwards it through an-

ther broadcast transmission, the original sender can overhear the

econd transmission under the assumption of channel reciprocity.

he sender repeatedly transmits the packet until it overhears the

ame packet transmitted by a relay node with a smaller cost. 

When a node receives a packet, it forwards the received packet

nly when the cost in the packet header (i.e., the cost of the

ender) is greater than that of the receiver. This receiver-oriented

orwarding decision allows multiple nodes (e.g., nodes B and C in

ur example) to participate in relaying the packet. The main ad-

antage of multiple relaying nodes is the robustness to path fail-

re: Unlike deterministic routing schemes, the packet from node

 can be relayed through multiple neighbor nodes in 

˜ N A , rather

han a predetermined single node. This allows exploiting the spa-

ial diversity and thus, improves reliability under dynamic wire-

ess environments in MANETs. A negative side of multiple relaying

odes is that they can increase transmission overhead and cause

etwork congestion due to unnecessary duplicate packets. To alle-

iate the problem, a relay node R cancels its scheduled forwarding

hen it overhears the packet with the same payload and a cost

maller than its cost C D R . 

For example, suppose that node A broadcasts a packet, which

s successfully received by both nodes B and C (i.e., all nodes in
˜ 
 A ). Immediately after the transmission, all the three nodes start

 backoff procedure to retransmit or to relay 7 the packet. As-

ume that node C chooses the smallest backoff time and broad-

asts the packet with cost C D C . Node A will overhear the packet,

ancels its scheduled backoff and stops transmitting the packet,

ince C D 
C 

< C D 
A 

. Node B that also overhears the packet transmitted

y node C will react in a different manner depending on its cost.

f C D B > C D C , node B will cancel its backoff and gives up the packet

orwarding as node A . Otherwise, it will continue and keep trans-

itting the packet until it overhears a transmission of the packet

ith a smaller cost. 

We want to highlight that the gradient-based forwarding does

ot use a fixed path for the end-to-end data packet delivery. In

he gradient-based forwarding, a sender simply broadcasts a data

acket and ‘ receivers ’ determine whether to forward the packets

r not. Therefore, nodes are likely to use multiple different paths

pportunistically for the packet delivery, which increases reliabil-

ty due to path diversity. This path alternation property can occur

n inefficiency in the data packet delivery process since the use of

verall best candidate path is not guaranteed. However, the cost of
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Fig. 6. Structure of control messages in ORGMA . 
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his inefficiency is compensated with the reliability of end-to-end

ata packet delivery. 

The gradient-based forwarding works well if all the nodes have

he cost value that accounts for the up-to-date quality of routing

ath toward the destination. However, in dynamic MANET environ-

ents, finding a good routing metric that accounts for the quality

f routing path and maintaining the up-to-date cost value with low

verhead are challenging tasks [12] . There have been several well-

nown candidate routing metrics in the literature. The hop count

as been used since it is easy to update. However, it often fails

o account for the quality of routing path due to lack of the link

uality information. ETX and ENT provide a good representation on

he link quality, but they suffer from heavy management overhead

ue to long measurement period for the cost calculation, which

s not suitable for dynamic mobile environments. Hence, develop-

ng a good routing metric that accounts for the quality of routing

ath and can be managed with light overhead is essential for high-

erformance gradient forwarding based opportunistic routing . 

.2. SNR-Based routing cost and light-weight cost management 

We develop ORGMA by combining the gradient forwarding with

 novel routing cost and flooding-based periodic cost management.

n particular, we pay attention to the accumulated value of in-

tantaneous SNR over the path as the routing metric for dynamic

ANET environments. In contrast to statistical metrics such as ETX

nd ENT, instantaneous SNR value of each link can be obtained

ithout a long measurement period. Surely, there is unavoidable

ismatch between instantaneous SNR value and the true quality

f a routing path (due to short-term fading or measurement er-

or), but this mismatch can be supplemented by spatial diversity

r temporal retransmission of the gradient forwarding as we will

ee in Section 6 . Furthermore, when a wireless link has good qual-

ty (i.e., high SNR), it has been known that instantaneous SNR is a

eliable measure of the link quality, since high-SNR link commonly

as stable line-of-sight signal and experiences neither significant

hadowing nor short-term fading [44,45] . 

Basically, ORGMA manages the cost information through peri-

dic flooding of control messages from the destination. Our cost

anagement scheme has following main features. First, a single

ooding message from the destination is used for multiple traf-

c sources. Second, the message flooding area is restricted to the

op distance between the source-destination pair. Third, each node

aintains the cost of the best route, which helps stabilizing the

ost value given that instantaneous SNR could be a reliable mea-

ure of a high-SNR link [44,45] . 

We now describe the detailed operation of ORGMA ’s cost man-

gement procedure. It has three types of control messages: up-

ate request message (URM), update message (UM), and update

roadcast termination message (UBTM). Their message structures

re shown in Fig. 6 , respectively. 

A URM is generated by the source when it does not have the

ost information to the destination. URM includes the source ad-

ress (SRC), the destination address (DST), the random sequence

umber (URM-SN), and the counter of the hop distance from the

ource (HOP-FROM-SRC) 8 that is initially set to 0. The random se-

uence number is used to identify an instance of URM. When the

ource floods a URM, it starts a timer and waits for a UM from

he destination. If it does not receive a UM before the timer ex-

ires, the source floods another URM with a new random sequence

umber. 

When a node receives a URM, it first checks the sequence num-

er. If the sequence number is an old one, the receiver simply dis-
8 This value is used to restrict flooding area of UMs. 

t  

c  

i  
ards the URM. If it is a new one, the receiver stores the random

umber and updates the packet by increasing the hop-distance

ounter (HOP-FROM-SRC) by one. If the URM is not for the re-

eiver, the receiver relays the URM by broadcasting it after a ran-

om backoff time. If the receiver is the destination of the URM,

he receiver creates an entry of active source list (ASL) that stores

he set of active traffic sources to the destination. The entry in-

ludes the source address (SRC) and the accumulated hop distance

HOP-FROM-SRC). The destination can receive multiple URM mes-

ages that travel different paths, including different values of HOP-

ROM-SRC. In this case, the destination regards the smallest value

f HOP-FROM-SRC as the hop distance to the source node. Fig. 7

hows the procedure of a node when it receives a URM. 

A destination, i.e., a node that has more than one valid source

ntry in its ASL, periodically floods UM for its sources and interme-

iate nodes to establish valid forwarding cost toward it. The UM

ncludes the time-to-live (TTL) field that is set to the maximum

op distance in the ASL plus a small margin, the destination ad-

ress (DST), the cost from the destination (COST-FROM-DST) that

s initially set to 0, and the sequence number (UM-SN) of UM that

ncreases by one for each new UM. Note that every source node

n the ASL of the destination can receive the UM since the ini-

ial value of TTL, which decreases by one per UM rebroadcast, is

arger than the maximum hop distance value in ASL. This initial

TL setting also prevents unnecessary UM flooding beyond the far-

hest source node. Finally, the hop distance value of each source

n ASL can be updated automatically by letting the source and in-

ermediate nodes include HOP-FROM-SRC field in the data packet

eader and increase the HOP-FROM-SRC value by one when they

orward data packets to the destination. 

Upon receiving a UM, a node updates its cost toward the desti-

ation (i.e., the source of UM). Suppose that node A receives a UM

rom node B , which is originated from node D , and the received

NR for the UM is γ (dB). From the cost value C D 
B 

in the UM, node

 first calculates the temporary cost ˜ C D 
A 

to node D as 

˜ 
 

D 
A = 

{ 

C D B + 1 , if γ > γth 

C D B + � γth + 1 − γ � , otherwise (3) 

here � x � is the integer no greater than x and γ th is the maximum

alue of SNR that can be observed by the equipped wireless inter-

ace card in practical MANET environments. After the calculation of

he temporary cost ˜ C D 
A 
, the receiver updates its cost C D 

A 
← 

˜ C D 
A 

either

f the UM is new (from its sequence number) or if the cost value

ecreases. 

The rationale behind this cost calculation policy is to give

igher packet forwarding probability to a node with high-SNR links

o the destination. According to (3) , the routing cost metric in-

reases by one as the hop count for a high-SNR link, and further

ncreases in proportional to the signal weakness (dB) for a low-
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Is new URM-SN?

HOP-FROM-SRCURM++

Transmit URM with 
updated HOP-FROM-SRCURM 

after random backoff

END

No

Yes

Am I URM 
destination?

Yes

No

Receive URM

Does SRCURM
exists in ASL?

Add SRCURM to ASL with 
HOP-FROM-SRCURM

Replace HOP-FROM-SRCURM to 
the received value if it is smaller 
than the current value.in ASL.

Fig. 7. Operation flow diagram for receiving a URM. 
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SNR link. In addition, nodes can keep track of the best cost when

it receives multiple UMs of the same sequence number. Therefore,

an intermediate node including high-SNR links on the route can

keep their routing cost be much smaller than other neighboring

nodes, leading to the higher chance of packet forwarding by that

node during gradient forwarding procedure. 

Finally, if the TTL value in the UM is greater than one, node A

modifies UM (i.e., decreases the TTL by one and sets COST-FROM-

SRC to C D 
A 

), and broadcasts the updated UM after a random backoff

time. Otherwise, node A does not rebroadcast UM. 

UBTM is used by the traffic source to inform the destination

that the source no longer has data. If the destination receives a

UBTM, it deletes the corresponding source entry from its ASL. If

the ASL becomes empty, it stops flooding UMs. The use of URM

and UBTM together allows our cost management mechanism to be

activated only if there are active end-to-end data sessions. 

5.3. Control overhead analysis 

In ORGMA, the control overhead can be categorized into two

parts: control message overhead and routing table overhead. With

respect to the control message overhead, the major source is the

flooding of UM messages which is used to build routing gradient

toward active destination nodes. The other control messages, URM

message and UBTM message, are only used at the beginning and

the end of end-to-end sessions, thus their impact on the control

overhead can be considered marginal. Therefore, given that the to-

tal number of nodes as N , the number of active destination nodes

as D , and the period of UM generation as T UM 

, the big-O notation

of the communication overhead can be represented as O ( NDT UM 

). 

The control message overhead of ORGMA can be considered sig-

nificant compared with that of other conventional routing proto-

cols since others do not rely on the periodic network-wide flooding

of control messages. 9 However, ORGMA does not generate addi-
9 This flooding-based cost update can generate considerable control message 

overhead if the number of nodes in the network becomes extremely large [46] . 

W

r

ional control overhead for the route recovery procedure. In DSDV,

n addition to the periodic HELLO message transmissions, nodes

an generate undefined number of ’triggered HELLO messages’ if

oute recovery procedures are activated. In AODV and DSR, there

an be numerous route breakage events that results in the increase

f RREQ message flooding trials in MANET environment, where the

opology of the network changes frequently. This additional over-

ead generated from route recovery procedure is not deterministic

nd can be significant in some cases. 

With respect to the routing table overhead in ORGMA, the size

f routing entry in each node is proportional to the number of ac-

ive source-destination pairs. This is similar to the routing table

verhead of previous on-demand routing protocols such as AODV

nd DSR. 

.4. Impact of fluctuating high-SNR links 

In the real world, even links that show statistically high SNR

alues can fluctuate around a relatively high value. In ORGMA,

hese links are likely to be interpreted as reliable links since

RGMA uses instantaneous SNR values for forwarding cost calcula-

ion. Suppose that there is node A , which has a neighboring node

 that is closer to the destination and has a fluctuating high SNR

ink to node A . When node A receives a UM from node B , it updates

ts forwarding cost according to Eq. (3) in Section 5.2 if 1) the UM

ncludes a new sequence number, or 2) the UM includes the most

ecently received sequence number and the newly calculated for-

arding cost is smaller than the previous value; when receiving

ultiple UMs from the same node, the maximum of multiple in-

tantaneous SNR values is used for representing the link quality.

iven that the maximum SNR value of a fluctuating high-SNR link

s higher than that of a low-SNR link, node A ’s forwarding cost be-
e remain enhancing the scalability of ORGMA in extremely dense MANET envi- 

onment as a future work. 
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Fig. 8. Operation flow diagram for receiving a UM. Node A receives a UM from node 

B , which is initially generated by node D . 
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omes smaller when the link ( A − B ) is a fluctuating high-SNR link,

ompared to when it is a low-SNR link. 

It is very important to note that this link characteristic only im-

acts on calculating the node A ’s forwarding cost, which is used

o determine whether node A forwards a received data packet or

ot. Once it decides to forward a data packet, node A has no idea

hether its neighbors have low-SNR links or fluctuating high-SNR

inks. It simply broadcasts the packet without specifying the next

op. 

. Performance evaluation 

In this section, we evaluate the performance of ORGMA through

S-3 simulations. 10 We use the same simulation settings and pa-

ameters as in Section 4 .2, and evaluated the performance of each

rotocol under random-way point mobility with rayleigh short-

erm fading. In ORGMA , we set the backoff window size for packet

ransmission to 10 ms. Also, in practice, we need to avoid infinite

umber of retransmissions and we restrict the maximum number

f retransmissions to 3 for data packets, or to 2 for URMs. 

Through simulations, we evaluate the effect of two design el-

ments (instantaneous SNR-based routing metric and the periodic

ost management) of our ORGMA on its performance. We also com-

are the performance of ORGMA with those of the other routing

rotocols. 

.1. Performance gains from ORGMA’s design elements 

We first investigate the performance gains from instantaneous

NR-based cost and periodic flooding-based cost update under

he gradient-based opportunistic routing. To this end, we consider

RGMA and its three variants, named OR-Oracle, OR-ETX and OR-

OP. OR-Oracle (oracle opportunistic routing) is an ideal oppor-

unistic routing protocol with perfect ETX information. Similarly as

he oracle routing in Section 4 , we assume that under OR-Oracle ,
10 The simulation code can be found on [47] . 

Fig. 9. Performance of ORGMA and its variants when UM flooding period is 5 s 

and [ V MIN , V MAX ] = [0 , 10] m/s. Overall, instantaneous SNR-based cost and periodic 

flooding for cost update are beneficial to gradient-based opportunistic routing in 

MANETs. 
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Fig. 10. The impact of UM flooding period on the performance of ORGMA . As the 

UM flooding period increases, both PDR and communication overhead decrease. 

Fig. 11. Reliability of various routing protocols under different node mobility lev- 

els. ORGMA ’s packet delivery is much more reliable than conventional deterministic 

routing protocols. 
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ach node can access the exact ETX information directly. The per-

ormance of OR-Oracle can be considered as an upper bound per-

ormance of opportunistic routing schemes, since it can achieve

ighest PDR with zero control overhead. OR-ETX (opportunistic

outing with ETX information exchanges) is another unrealistic op-

ortunistic routing protocol with ETX information. The main differ-

nce from OR-Oracle is that OR-ETX obtains the ETX information by

eriodic exchange of the information with neighbors. For OR-ETX ,

e use our cost management scheme. Specifically, we let UM have

he ETX value as the routing cost instead of our instantaneous SNR-

ased cost. The time overhead to measure ETX is ignored, that is,

 node can obtain the exact ETX value for each link with its neigh-

ors by receiving a single UM from each of them. It is expected

hat OR-ETX achieves a lower performance than OR-Oracle due to

he outdated ETX information and the information update over-

ead. Note that the performance comparison between OR-Oracle

nd OR-ETX will show the gain of our cost management scheme,

nd the performance comparison between OR-ETX and ORGMA will

itness the effectiveness of our instantaneous SNR-based routing

ost, with respect to ETX. OR-HOP is the opportunistic routing pro-

ocol that uses the hop count information as the routing cost. The

ost information is updated by our cost management as OR-ETX

nd ORGMA . The performance comparison between OR-HOP and

RGMA will show the effectiveness of our cost metric with respect

o the hop count. 

We first evaluate the performance of the routing protocols

hen the nodes move with a random speed in the range of

 V MIN , V MAX ] = [0 , 10] m/s. We set the flooding period for OR-ETX,

R-HOP , and ORGMA to 5 s. We measure their PDR, the occurrences

f false operation due to inaccurate link information, the number

f data transmissions, and the level of exploitation of the spatial

iversity. 

First, Fig. 9 (a) shows the PDR performance, where OR-Oracle

nd OR-ETX outperform the others. Note that OR-ETX performs

ell despite its outdated link information, which implies that our

ost management scheme can provide sufficient link-quality infor-

ation for the opportunistic routing schemes to achieve reliable

acket delivery. In contrast, OR-HOP shows the worst performance

ue to lack of the link quality information in the cost metric. For

RGMA , the performance improves with higher γ th , i.e., the packet

elivery ratio increases if a sufficient amount of cost differentia-

ion is ensured during the cost update procedure. As one can ex-

ect from (3), ORGMA operates as OR-HOP when γ th is close to the

mpirical minimum of instantaneous SNR value. However, as γ th 

ncreases, it can differentiate the link quality, and achieves 95% or

igher PDR, which is comparable to those of OR-Oracle and OR-ETX .

To understand the effectiveness of ORGMA ’s design elements

ore deeply, we define two false forwarding operations due to in-

ccurate link information; false forwarding denial and false forward-

ng cancellation . Under the gradient-based opportunistic routing, a

ode denies forwarding the received packet when it has no smaller

ost than the sender, and even if it decides to forward the packet,

t cancels its scheduled forwarding when it overhears the transmis-

ion of the same packet from a node with a smaller cost. We say

 false forwarding denial occurs when a receiver denies the for-

arding but its actual cost 11 is smaller than the sender’s. This can

ccur when the nodes have wrong or outdated cost information.

imilarly, we say a false forwarding cancellation occurs if the for-

arding node wrongly cancels its scheduled forwarding due to the

nformation mismatch (i.e., when the actual cost of the sender of

he overheard packet is greater than that of the forwarding node). 
11 We use the exact accumulated ETX value (i.e., ETX of OR-Oracle ) toward the 

destination as the reference for the actual cost. 
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Fig. 12. Transmission overhead of various routing protocols under different node 

mobility levels. ORGMA provides reliable end-to-end routes more efficiently than 

conventional deterministic routing protocols. 
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Fig. 13. Average end-to-end delay of various routing protocols under different node 

mobility levels. The delay performance of ORGMA is comparable to that of the oracle 

while successfully delivering traffic through long distance. 
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Fig. 9 (b) and (c) show the ratio of false forwarding denials and

he ratio of false forwarding cancellations, respectively. In both

esults, OR-Oracle does not incur any false behaviors since it al-

ays obtains the exact ETX information. OR-ETX experiences sev-

ral false forwarding denials and false forwarding cancellations due

o the outdated link quality information (obtained through our cost

anagement mechanism). We highlight that OR-ETX achieves the

DR performance similar to OR-Oracle despite these false forward-

ng behaviors. This is due to the spatial diversity achieved by the

pportunistic routing. Further, note that we measure the false be-

aviors rather than the cost information mismatches, which im-

lies that the results could be different depending on the routing

ost metric. The results of OR-HOP clarifies this. The cost metric

hat does not account for the link quality causes more false for-

arding denials and false forwarding cancellations. For ORGMA , we

an observe that as γ th increases and as the cost metric includes

ore detailed information of the link quality, both the false be-
aviors quickly decrease, which leads to good PDR performance.

nother interesting point is that as γ th increases, the ratios of

alse forwarding denials and false forwarding cancellations under

RGMA converge to those under OR-ETX . This implies that for the

pportunistic routing, the instability of instantaneous SNR-based

ost is no longer problematic with sufficiently large γ th . 

We now measure the number of data transmissions. Fig. 8 (d)

hows that OR-ETX has a slightly larger number of data transmis-

ions than OR-Oracle , which shows that our cost management is

ffective under the given MANET environment. For ORGMA , it has

ore transmissions as γ th increases. We emphasize, however, the

verhead of ORGMA with high γ th is not significant in comparison

ith the number of data transmissions of OR-Oracle and OR-ETX . 

We further show the impact of γ th of ORGMA on the spatial di-

ersity. Fig. 9 (e) shows the average number of neighbor nodes that

ave a smaller cost than the data packet sender (i.e., the number of

otential forwarders). The results indicate that a large γ th provides

ore accurate link-quality information, which better differentiates

he neighbors with a smaller cost, i.e., increases the number of po-

ential forwarders. Another interesting observation is that OR-ETX

nd ORGMA (with high γ th ) make slightly more transmissions than

R-Oracle in Fig. 9 (d), even though they have fewer potential for-

arders in Fig. 9 (e). This is because inaccurate link information

f OR-ETX and ORGMA sometimes causes a detour through non-

ptimal path, while OR-Oracle always transmits packets through

he optimal path. Although the detours slightly increase the num-

er of transmissions, they help to achieve reliable packet delivery

ith imperfect link-quality information. 

Next, we investigate the impact of the flooding period under

RGMA . Fig. 10 (a) and (b) show the PDR and the number of trans-

issions (for both routing messages and data packets) of ORGMA

ith different UM flooding periods and three node mobility lev-

ls of [ V MIN , V MAX ] = [0, 10], [0, 20], and [0, 30] m/s. We set γ th 

o 30 dB. Fig. 10 (a) shows that ORGMA achieves great PDR perfor-

ance (similar to the performance of OR-Oracle ) regardless of mo-

ility levels when the flooding period is smaller than 5 s. How-

ver, when the flooding period is longer than 5 s, the perfor-

ance of ORGMA starts decreasing due to too-outdated cost in-

ormation, which becomes more severe with high level of node

obility. Fig. 10 (b) shows that the number of transmissions un-

er ORGMA is not affected by the level of node mobility, since it

oes not have reactive route recovery procedure (i.e., route failure

etection and recovery). 

.2. Performance comparison with other schemes 

In this subsection, we compare the performance of ORGMA

ith those of AODV, OLSR, DSR, DSDV, and the oracle routing in

ANETs. We focus on showing that the performance of ORGMA is
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Fig. 14. Performance of various routing protocols under different offered loads. At 

high traffic load, ORGMA achieves an ideal throughput performance at the expense 

of data transmission overhead and delay performance. 
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superior to those of the practical deterministic routing protocols

and also comparable to that of the oracle routing protocol. For all

simulations, we set γ th and UM flooding period of ORGMA to 30 dB

and 5 s, respectively. 

We first investigate reliability of ORGMA . Fig. 11 (a) shows the

PDR performance under different levels of the node mobility.

ORGMA significantly outperforms the practical deterministic rout-

ing protocols in all the simulation scenarios. Moreover, surpris-

ingly, the performance of ORGMA is even slightly better than that

of the (deterministic) oracle routing protocol. Even though the or-

acle utilizes perfect ETX information, it experiences several trans-

mission failures under the short-term fading since it provides

only one next-hop node (i.e., one best route). On the other hand,

ORGMA exploits diverse routes in an opportunistic manner, which

overcomes the short-term fading and achieves better PDR perfor-

mance than the oracle. To take a deeper look, we use Fig. 11 (b)

which shows the accumulated number of successfully delivered

packets for a randomly chosen end-to-end session as the simu-

lation time elapses. We set the node mobility to [ V MIN , V MAX ] =
[0 , 10] m/s. The practical deterministic routing protocols have sev-

eral time intervals where the number of delivered packets does
ot increase (i.e., bursty packet losses). This is because these de-

erministic routing protocols fail to detect route failures and to find

lternative routes in a timely manner in MANET environments. In

ontrast, ORGMA delivers most of generated packets without bursty

osses as the oracle routing protocol does. We emphasize that un-

ike the oracle, ORGMA achieves this seamless packet delivery with

mperfect link information, and instead, by exploiting the spatial

iversity of opportunistic routing. These results confirm that an

pportunistic routing protocol, if designed elaborately, can be a so-

ution to provide reliable packet delivery in MANETs. 

Next, we investigate the transmission overhead of ORGMA .

ig. 12 (a) through 12 (c) show the number of data transmissions,

he number of data transmissions per a successful end-to-end

ata packet delivery, and the number of routing packet transmis-

ions under different levels of node mobility, respectively. Fig. 12 (a)

hows that ORGMA generates a larger number of data transmis-

ions than the oracle routing protocol. This is because ORGMA ex-

loits multiple relaying nodes to improve the reliability, which in-

urs duplicate packet transmissions as a side effect. For AODV, it

enerates the largest number of data transmissions, even more

han ORGMA , due to its temporal routing loop problem [48] .

ther three deterministic routing protocols (i.e., OLSR, DSR and

SDV) provide the number of data transmissions comparable to or

maller than ORGMA , which is not much meaningful considering

heir poor PDR performance. Fig. 12 (b) better clarifies the trans-

ission efficiency, defined as the number of transmissions for a

elivered data packet. ORGMA outperforms the practical competi-

ors (i.e., except the oracle). Even though OLSR and DSDV achieve

imilar efficiency to ORGMA , this comes from frequent route fail-

res that force a relay node to give up packet forwarding even

ithout any transmission attempt. For routing overhead, Fig. 12 (c)

hows that AODV and DSDV have significantly larger number of

outing packet transmissions than ORGMA since they generate nu-

erous routing messages for route maintenance and recovery. DSR

as slightly smaller number of routing packet transmissions than

RGMA thanks to its on-demand nature. OLSR also has slightly

maller number of routing packet transmissions than ORGMA since

t restricts flooding of routing packets by using topology infor-

ation. Nevertheless, their poor PDR performance verifies that

heir effort s fail to provide reliable routes in MANETs. In contrast,

RGMA achieves much better PDR performance than other con-

entional protocols with the best data transmission efficiency and

airly small routing overhead. 

Fig. 13 shows the average end-to-end delay performance under

ifferent node mobility levels. In terms of the delay performance,

RGMA has both pros and cons compared to the oracle routing. In

 positive side, ORGMA can deliver data packets with less retrans-

issions due to the spatial diversity of opportunistic routing. On

he other hand, unlike the oracle, ORGMA causes a detour through

on-optimal path due to inaccurate link information. Combination

f these two factors allows ORGMA to achieve comparable delay

erformance to the oracle routing. The delay performances of other

eterministic routing protocols are similar to or smaller than that

f ORGMA . However, this is because they frequently fail to deliver

ackets when the source and the destination are distantly located. 

Next, we investigate the performance of ORGMA under differ-

nt traffic loads. We activate 5 end-to-end sessions after 60 s

f warm up period, each of which generates (1024 bytes) data

ackets for 60 s with a constant rate. We set the node mobility

s [ V MIN , V MAX ] = [0 , 10] m/s. Fig. 14 (a) shows average per-session

hroughput. ORGMA successfully handles high offered loads and

chieves the throughput performance comparable to the oracle

outing protocol. Fig. 14 (b) shows that ORGMA has a larger number

f data transmissions than the other routing protocols under heavy

raffic. We observed that the efficiency of forwarding cancellation

f ORGMA is degraded as the offered load increases since the high
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evel of collision results in many retransmissions. Fig. 14 (c) shows

hat the packet collisions of ORGMA also have a negative impact on

ts delay performance. Improvement of ORGMA at high traffic load

s an interesting open problem to address, which remains as future

ork. 

. Conclusion 

In this paper, we investigate reliable multi-hop packet delivery

n MANETs. Through NS-3 simulations, we first show that most

revious deterministic routing protocols fail to find valid routes,

nd suffer from large control overhead. To escape from this re-

triction, we design a novel opportunistic routing scheme with gra-

ient forwarding for MANETs ( ORGMA ), which uses instantaneous

NR-based forwarding cost metric and light-weight cost manage-

ent using periodic flooding. ORGMA can control packet delivery

atio and communication overhead by adjusting its system param-

ters. Our results show that, in the packet delivery ratio, ORGMA

ignificantly outperforms the previous deterministic routing proto-

ols and provides the performance close to an ideal oracle rout-

ng. It also achieves acceptable level of communication overhead

hrough light-weight cost management. We believe that this elab-

rately designed opportunistic routing protocol could be a practi-

al and efficient solution to provide a reliable packet delivery in

ANETs. 
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